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"You can't swing a dead cat at a bridal shower without hitting a straight chick who's slept with
another woman, who's thought about it, or who's ready to make the move as soon as someone
breaks out the booze." Such are the incisive pearls of wisdom to be heard from straight chick and
girl-on-girl dabbler Jen Sincero, author of The Straight Girl's Guide to Sleeping with Chicks. A
deliciously sexy how-to guide, it gives curious straight women the complete inside scoop on
girl-on-girl action - from pickup lines and virgin jitters to threesomes, techniques, and toys. Drawing
on personal experience and hundreds of interviews with straight girls who've slept with lesbians,
straight girls who've slept with straight girls, lesbians who've slept with straight girls, and straight
girls who've done both or neither, Sincero covers the A to Z of the experience including: Obtaining a
visitor's pass to the girls-only club The super-huge importance of sticking your hand down your
pants The straight girl's starter kit - from nail clippers to cocktails to get her in the mood "Gettin'
Some 101" - positions and techniques "And Boy Makes Three!" - how to have a threesome that's
fun for all Suggestions for further viewing and listening and much, much more Packed with expertly
toned advice that is at once laugh-out-loud hilarious and fundamentally practical, The Straight Girl's
Guide to Sleeping with Chicks is ideal for any woman looking to spice things up with a boyfriend,
break the ice with a best friend, or simply add a few just-in-case items to her sexual menu.
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Jen writes so honestly, straight from the heart. This is, and I wish there was a more eloquent way to
put this, a cool book. She does not shy away from the real deal facts of love, sex, exploration... in

fact, she doesn't shy away from anything. It's as if you're reading a book from a regular gal who has
one freaky sidenote, she does not get embarrassed! Which means you won't get embarrassed.
Most of your fears will be allayed and man, once you are done, you will be fully versed on the inner
workings of the female body, yours and others, and what turns said body on. Let's just say that can
be very helpful.So, this is the deal, if you've ever thought of switch-hitting or just wanted to know
how it actually works, Jen tells you in graphic sapphic detail (delightful illustrations are a plus. I don't
know who did them but they're hilarious and cute and informative). She also provides resources that
will help you "get it on," even if you're not ready to actually get it on with another person. And if
you're a girl and you really do want to just go out there and see what's what with the ladies, there
are certain details here that will make you seem like an expert in what up until now might be
unchartered territory. It takes away the scary and the stigma by giving you all the answers to your
questions and more answers to questions you will be glad you were given, if you actually get a girl
to go home with you.I think what's refreshing is this could have easily been just another sleazoid
book or a "Ha ha, look what I got you on your wedding night!" party gift. Instead it's an informative,
smart, emotionally evolved, well-designed, entertaining and humorous "how-to" guide.

I thoroughly loved the premise of this book, namely telling other "straight" women that it's ok to
sleep with ourselves. I thought it was refreshing since, for once, the author wasn't a born lesbian
releasing herself from society's repression of a too-tightly clasped underwire bra. She was instead a
hetero female - who wanted to remain as such - but was basking resplendently in her new found
sexual awakening, so much so that she wanted to share it with others by writing a book.Some of the
author's best revelations come early (in the introduction); that women's bodies are unbelievably soft,
and that making love to another woman is very much like making love to one's self. Fortunately,
they got better (and fresher). Because women don't deplete themselves during sex, their stamina
can be greater - and sex can last all night until daybreak. Also, two women together are freer to
trade the dominant role back and forth, something that a woman might not be able to do with her
man, not just because of social norms - but because the respective equipment is just too distracting
-- and one set may be too difficult to reclassify in a more subservient role. (I'm not sure that I would
buy that men can't be subservient, especially with all the S/M out there. But I would agree that
taking the dominant role, as a woman, is sometimes easier - with another woman - mainly because
her body is so soft and enticing. Nothing a man can offer, for example, is as seductive as a nipple
thrusted wantonly into one's eye, or between one's lips. And a woman's genitalia -- even when
you're under it - isn't going to be as domineering or as insistent as a man's.)Her last revelation, of

course, is that making love to another woman is exciting - precisely because it is forbidden.
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